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Why We
Did This
Inspection
U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services
(USCIS) adjudicates
applications for
immigration benefits,
including applications for
permanent resident
cards, also known as
green cards. In response
to congressional
concerns, we examined
green card application
processing times, as well
as why processing times
vary among USCIS field
offices.

What We
Recommend

What We Found
USCIS regularly posts information on its website about the
time it takes field offices to adjudicate green card applications
(processing time). Yet, the information is unclear and not
helpful to USCIS’ customers because it does not reflect the
actual amount of time it takes field offices, on average, to
complete green card applications. In addition, the actual
average time it takes USCIS to complete green card
applications has lengthened, and USCIS is not meeting its
goal of adjudicating applications in 120 days. In fact, since
fiscal year 2011, the overall average number of days it takes
to complete applications has risen to more than twice the
goal. Although USCIS has tried to help field offices stay close
to the 120-day goal, we believe the time goal is unrealistic,
given the number of factors that can slow the process and the
importance of continuing to thoroughly vet green card
applicants.

USCIS Response

USCIS concurred with both recommendations and described
corrective actions it is taking and plans to take. We consider
both recommendations resolved and open.

We recommend that
USCIS present green card
application processing
information more clearly
on its website and
reassess its goal of
adjudicating green card
applications in 120 days.
For Further Information:
Contact our Office of Public Affairs
at (202) 254-4100, or email us at

DHS-OIG.OfficePublicAffairs@oig.dhs.gov

www.oig.dhs.gov
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

The Honorable L. Francis Cissna
Director
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

FROM:

John V. Kelly
Acting Inspector General

SUBJECT:

USCIS Has Unclear Website Information and Unrealistic
Time Goals for Adjudicating Green Card Applications

For your action is our final report, USCIS Has Unclear Website Information and
Unrealistic Time Goals for Adjudicating Green Card Applications. We
incorporated the formal comments provided by your office.
The report contains two recommendations to enhance the program’s overall
effectiveness. Your office concurred with both recommendations. Based on
information provided in your response to the draft report, we consider both
recommendations open and resolved. Once your office has fully implemented
the recommendations, please submit a formal closeout letter to us within 30
days so that we may close the recommendations. The memorandum should be
accompanied by evidence showing completion of the agreed-upon corrective
actions. Please send your response or closure request to
OIGInspectionsFollowup@oig.dhs.gov.
Consistent with our responsibility under the Inspector General Act, we will
provide copies of our report to congressional committees with oversight and
appropriation responsibility over the Department of Homeland Security. We will
post the report on our website for public dissemination.
Please call me with any questions, or your staff may contact Jennifer Costello,
Assistant Inspector General for Inspections and Evaluations, at (202) 2544100.
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Background
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services’ (USCIS) mission is to grant
immigration and citizenship benefits, provide accurate and useful information
to its customers, promote an awareness and understanding of citizenship, and
ensure the integrity of the immigration system.
Foreign nationals may apply for a permanent resident card or “green card” by
submitting Form I-485, Application to Register Permanent Residence or Adjust
Status.1 Green cards allow individuals to reside and seek employment in the
United States. In fiscal year 2015, USCIS granted green cards to about 1
million applicants. Individuals become eligible to apply for green cards through
various paths, such as family or employment sponsorship and refugee or
asylum status. Approval to use one of these paths requires a separate
application that either precedes or accompanies the green card application.2
USCIS’ process for adjudicating green card applications, from receipt of the
application to rendering a decision, involves the following general steps:
x
x

x
x
x

determine the application is complete and accompanied by the proper
fee;
forward accepted applications that will be adjudicated by field offices to
the USCIS National Benefits Center for initial review of background,
criminal, and national security information, requesting additional
information as needed;
schedule an interview with the applicant (if required) and a biometrics
appointment to capture fingerprints, photos, and a signature;
interview the applicant, requesting additional information if needed; and
decide whether to approve or deny the green card application.

Some green card applications require that USCIS staff interview the applicant
in person; USCIS assigns these applications to its 86 field offices. At these field
offices, immigration services officers interview applicants and complete the
adjudication process. Because applicants must appear in person for interviews,
field offices usually adjudicate green card applications from local applicants.

USCIS uses application fees to fund its adjudicative activities. The law requires these fees be
set at a level that ensures USCIS recovers the full cost of adjudicating applications.
2 Throughout this report we refer to the Form I-485, Application to Register Permanent
Residence or Adjust Status as the green card application.
1
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Once individuals have had a green card for 5 years, they become eligible to
apply for U.S. citizenship.3 Spouses of U.S. citizens may apply for citizenship in
3 years. The bulk of USCIS field offices’ workload is made up of citizenship
applications4 and green card applications.
USCIS’ goal for adjudicating green card applications, from receipt at USCIS to a
decision, is 120 days. Lawmakers, immigration advocates, and the public have
raised concerns about how long USCIS takes to adjudicate green card
applications. In October 2016, Senator Claire McCaskill asked the Department
of Homeland Security Office of Inspector General (OIG) to review the varying
processing times for green card applications across USCIS’ field offices.

Results of Inspection
USCIS regularly posts information on its website about the time it takes field
offices to adjudicate green card applications (processing time). Nevertheless,
the information is unclear and not helpful to USCIS’ customers because it does
not reflect the actual amount of time it takes field offices, on average, to
complete green card applications. In addition, the actual average time it takes
USCIS to complete green card applications has lengthened, and USCIS is not
meeting its goal of adjudicating applications in 120 days. In fact, since FY
2011, the overall average number of days it takes to complete applications has
risen to more than twice the goal. Although USCIS has tried to help field offices
stay close to the 120-day goal, we believe the goal is unrealistic, given the
number of factors that can slow the process and the importance of continuing
to thoroughly vet green card applicants.

3 To be eligible to apply for U.S. citizenship, individuals must also meet other requirements,
such as be 18 or older; have continuously resided in the United States for the duration of the
5-year period; be able to read, write, and speak English; have knowledge of U.S. civics; and be
a person of good moral character.
4 Individuals use the N-400, Application for Naturalization to apply for citizenship.
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USCIS’ Website Information Does Not Reflect Actual Green Card
Application Completion Times
The information USCIS regularly publishes on its website is supposed to help
green card applicants determine how long they can expect to wait for USCIS
field offices to render a decision on their application. Yet, the website
processing times do not represent the actual amount of time it is taking a field
office to adjudicate green card applications. Consequently, the information is
confusing, unhelpful, and makes it very difficult to determine how long
applicants can realistically expect to wait for a decision.
On its website, USCIS posts information on the purported “age” of the
applications each field office is processing at the time. That is, in any given
month, USCIS will report that each field office is processing cases they received
as of a certain date. For example, figure 1 shows information on the USCIS
website from September 1, 2017.
Figure 1: USCIS Website Information for St. Louis, MO Field Office,
September 1, 2017

Source: USCIS website
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Visitors to the site might assume that as of June 30, 2017, the St. Louis,
Missouri field office (St. Louis) was adjudicating green card applications
received on or after August 13, 2016. However, this published calendar date
has nothing to do with the actual receipt date of the applications immigration
services officers (ISO) were adjudicating at that time; nor does it reflect how
long it was taking to adjudicate applications. Instead, every month, USCIS
determines the number of applications pending adjudication in each field office
and uses this number to calculate a calendar date.5 USCIS uses the calculated
calendar date to represent the age of the applications being processed by each
field office and then reports that a field office is processing cases as of this
calculated date.
Two other factors may lead to confusion about green card application
processing information on the USCIS website. First, because it takes time to
collect internal data, when the calculated date is reported on the website it is
already 6 weeks out of date. Second, because USCIS’ calculated calendar date
depends on pending applications, if the number of pending applications rises
suddenly the calculated date on the USCIS website may move backward in
time. This apparent lengthening in processing time may make a field office
appear inefficient when the reality may be quite different. For example, on
September 22, 2016, the USCIS website showed the Reno, Nevada field office
(Reno) as having slow processing times, which Senator McCaskill interpreted as
inefficiency. In actuality, Reno was completing applications more quickly than
the national average. Because of this, USCIS shifted applications from other
field offices to Reno, causing Reno’s published website processing time to
spike. Even though Reno continued to complete applications quickly, the
USCIS website showed a sharp increase in expected wait times starting in FY
2015. For example, in FY 2016, even though Reno actually completed
applications requiring interviews in 184 days on average, the USCIS website
showed Reno taking 518 days to complete applications.

The pending applications do not include applications the field office is unable to actively work
on. For example, if USCIS is waiting for an applicant to provide additional information, the
application is not included in the calculation.
5
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USCIS Does Not Adjudicate Green Card Applications within Its 120-Day
Goal, But the Goal Is Unrealistic
Although USCIS’ goal is to adjudicate green card applications in 120 days, field
offices rarely meet this goal for applications requiring interviews. USCIS has
used temporary staffing assignments and overtime to keep processing times
low, but it currently takes, on average, more than twice the amount of time. We
believe USCIS is not meeting its 120-day goal because the goal itself is
unrealistic given the complexity of adjudications and factors beyond USCIS’
control that affect the timeline. A goal that does not reflect operational realities
contributes to unmet customer expectations and reduces trust in USCIS.
USCIS Does Not Adjudicate Green Card Applications within Its 120-Day Goal
USCIS uses its Computer Linked Application Information Management System
(CLAIMS) to internally track how long it takes applications to move from receipt
to a decision. Our analysis of CLAIMS data revealed that USCIS field offices as
a whole rarely meet USCIS’ goal of adjudicating green card applications in 120
days. Between FYs 2011 and 2016, for green card applications requiring
interviews, our analysis of CLAIMS data indicated USCIS field offices had
average actual completion times within the 120-day (4-month) goal less than 3
percent of the time. The average completion time was just over 7 months, with
about 31 percent of applications taking more than twice the 120-day
completion goal.
Further analysis revealed that the average time it takes USCIS field offices to
complete applications has risen over time. As shown in figure 2, from FY 2011
through FY 2016, actual completion times for green card applications requiring
an interview rose by 43 days. As of May 2017, the FY 2017 average actual
completion time was 282 days or just over 9 months — more than double the
goal set by USCIS.
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Figure 2: Average Actual Completion Times and USCIS Website Processing
Times, FYs 2011–2016

Source: OIG analysis of USCIS data

Figure 2 also shows USCIS’ average website processing times from FY 2011
through FY 2016, which also did not meet the 120-day goal and generally
trended upward.
We did not identify any specific pattern of higher or lower than average
completion times among USCIS field offices. Field office performance can rise
or fall between fiscal years or even within a fiscal year. USCIS officials
attributed the differences in actual completion times among field offices to
varying staffing levels and the experience of the staff. For example, Senator
McCaskill observed on the USCIS website that the St. Louis field office showed
slower than average application processing times. In fact, St. Louis was also
experiencing slower than average actual completion times because the field
office had lost 50 percent of its ISOs at the beginning of FY 2016. The drop in
staff caused actual completion times, as well as the processing times published
on the website, to increase as cases aged without staff to work them, and while
USCIS hired and trained replacements.
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Although USCIS Has Taken Steps to Lower Green Card Application Processing
Times, The 120-Day Goal Is Unrealistic
USCIS has taken several steps to help field offices stay as close as possible to
the 120-day processing time goal. Between FY 2012 and FY 2016, USCIS field
offices spent $42.5 million for ISOs to work overtime, including on Saturdays,
to interview applicants and review applications. As of May 2017, the field
offices were on track to meet or exceed USCIS’ FY 2016 overtime expenditures.
Over the same period, USCIS spent $1.6 million detailing ISOs to support
adjudication activities at field offices. USCIS may also detail additional fraud
detection officers to vet green card applications that have been flagged for fraud
and are stalled. Finally, when possible, USCIS also moves applications to field
offices with more staff.6
Although USCIS has attempted to rebalance workloads and process
applications more efficiently, the goal of rendering decisions on green card
applications in 120 days is not realistic. Under USCIS’ current estimates for
the time it should take to complete each phase of the adjudication process,
green card applications requiring an applicant interview can take from 90 to
more than 386 days. As figure 3 shows, applications involving an interview
can, in theory, move through the adjudication process in 90 days, which gives
sufficient time to meet the 120-day goal.
Figure 3: USCIS Field Office Green Card Application Adjudication Phases

Source: OIG analysis of USCIS records and policies

For example, USCIS may move applications that do not require an interview or cases in which
the applicant has already been interviewed, but a final decision has not been made.

6
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However, two elements can affect this timeline and slow the process. First, if
the National Benefit Center’s initial application review reveals conflicting or
missing information, the center may issue a request for evidence (RFE) to the
applicant. ISOs may also issue an RFE after an interview, if further evidence is
needed. USCIS cannot control how long an applicant takes to provide
information, and an applicant is allowed 87 to 98 days to respond to an RFE.
Therefore, if an applicant takes the allowed time to respond, adding just one
RFE to the 90-day timeline would mean missing the 120-day goal by about 60
days. Second, after the interview, an ISO may issue a notice of intent to deny
the green card applications. An applicant has 30 days to give USCIS
information that provides more context or mitigates the reasons for denial.
Without any RFEs or other delays, this step takes the adjudication timeframe
right up to 120 days.
Beyond these two elements, the time external agencies take to provide security
or criminal information, as well as USCIS’ internal fraud resolution process,
can add an unknown amount of time to adjudication.
At the time of our fieldwork, 72 percent of green card applications required
interviews and would follow, at a minimum, the path shown in figure 3.7
Officials also indicated a larger percentage of green card applications may be
subject to interviews in the future. Therefore, the adjudication process outlined
previously would affect a larger portion of green card applications and likely
lead to increased average completion times.
Conclusion
Field offices’ calculated processing times on the USCIS website do not
effectively communicate expected wait times to customers. According to USCIS
officials, when customers see a date on the website, they assume they are
looking at “real time” information. USCIS is studying how to use systemderived data to make external reports more current, clear, and reflective of
actual wait times. Further, green cards are the gateway to citizenship.
Therefore, the integrity of the citizenship process depends on careful
adjudication of green card applications. Given their responsibility and the
consequences of their decisions, ISOs should continue to be given time to
thoroughly vet applicants, especially if adjudicating green card applications
becomes more complex. With the number of factors outside of USCIS’ control
that can lengthen the adjudication process, as well as the ongoing need to fully
vet green card applicants, the 120-day goal may not be realistic.
Other green card applicants may have their interview waived and may get decisions more
quickly.
7
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Recommendations
We recommend that the Director of USCIS:
Recommendation 1: Implement plans to present information on the USCIS
website that more accurately reflects the length of the adjudication process for
green card applications, so the website information is clear and helpful to
stakeholders.
Recommendation 2: Reassess the current green card application processing
time goal of 120 days to determine whether it is reasonable and realistic and
increase the timeframe if necessary.

Management Comments and OIG Analysis
USCIS concurred with both recommendations. Appendix B contains a copy of
USCIS’ management comments in their entirety. We also received technical
comments and incorporated them in the report where appropriate. We consider
both recommendations to be resolved and open. A summary of USCIS’
responses and our analysis follows.
USCIS Response to Recommendation 1: USCIS concurred with the
recommendation. USCIS has begun testing a new method of determining
processing times from existing systems, which will enable them to post
processing time information within 1-2 weeks instead of the current 6 weeks.
USCIS has also begun redesigning the processing times webpages to give
applicants a clearer idea of where their case is in the adjudication process.
USCIS anticipates these actions to be complete by December 31, 2018.
OIG Analysis: We consider these actions responsive to the recommendation,
which is resolved and open. We will close this recommendation when we
receive the new methodology for determining processing times and USCIS has
redesigned the way it reports processing times on its website so the information
is clear and helpful to stakeholders.
USCIS Response to Recommendation 2: USCIS concurred with the
recommendation. USCIS will monitor processing times under the new
methodology for a year to determine data driven, final processing times for each
application type. USCIS will analyze this data and consider whether adopting a
new goal for I-485 (green card application) processing times is necessary and
what the processing time goal should be. USCIS anticipates completing this
analysis by December 2019.
www.oig.dhs.gov
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OIG Analysis: We consider USCIS’ planned actions responsive to the
recommendation, which is resolved and open. We will close this
recommendation upon receiving USCIS’ decision regarding any changes to the
goal for processing green card applications and the rationale behind the
decision, including analysis of the newly calculated processing times.
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Appendix A
Objective, Scope, and Methodology
DHS OIG was established by the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (Public Law
107−296) by amendment to the Inspector General Act of 1978.
On October 6, 2016, Senator McCaskill’s office requested that DHS OIG review
USCIS field offices with slower processing times for green cards. Senator
McCaskill requested that OIG assess the discrepancy in processing times
across USCIS field offices, with particular attention to ways that processing
times at the 34 field offices lagging behind the national average could be
brought in line with the more efficient field offices.
Our objective was to examine green card application processing times, as well
as assess variations in application processing times across USCIS field offices.
Senator McCaskill highlighted three field offices — Reno, Nevada; Cincinnati,
Ohio; and Saint Louis, Missouri — where processing times exceeded 14
months. Upon review of processing times, we determined that the Cincinnati
field office’s average processing times were in line with the national average and
therefore did not consider this field office further.
We conducted our fieldwork between March 2017 and August 2017. We
requested and analyzed various data sets ranging from January 2010 through
May 2017. These data and reports included calculated I-485 (green card
application) and N-400 (citizenship application) processing times; green card
application monthly average completion times; internal process monitoring
reports; receipt and completions data; and overtime, detailee, and staffing data.
We interviewed USCIS officials responsible for conducting or overseeing
adjudication of green card applications in headquarters and in the field,
including in St. Louis, Missouri, and Reno, Nevada. We reviewed relevant laws
and USCIS policies, as well as USCIS internal documents regarding ongoing
initiatives.
We conducted this inspection under the authority of the Inspector General Act
of 1978, as amended, and according to the Quality Standards for Inspection
and Evaluation issued by the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and
Efficiency.
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Appendix B
USCIS Comments to the Draft Report
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Appendix C
Major Contributors to This Report
Erika Lang, Chief Inspector
Lorraine Eide, Lead Inspector
Kimberley Lake de Pulla, Senior Inspector
Punitha Cloud, Inspector
Adam Brown, Independent Reference Reviewer
Kelly Herberger, Communications and Policy Analyst
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Appendix D
Report Distribution
Department of Homeland Security
Secretary
Deputy Secretary
Chief of Staff
Deputy Chiefs of Staff
General Counsel
Executive Secretary
Director, GAO/OIG Liaison Office
Assistant Secretary for Office of Policy
Assistant Secretary for Office of Public Affairs
Assistant Secretary for Office of Legislative Affairs
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Director
Audit Liaison
Office of Management and Budget
Chief, Homeland Security Branch
DHS OIG Budget Examiner
Congress
Congressional Oversight and Appropriations Committees
Senator Claire McCaskill
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Additional Information and Copies
To view this and any of our other reports, please visit our website at:
www.oig.dhs.gov.
For further information or questions, please contact Office of Inspector General
Public Affairs at: DHS-OIG.OfficePublicAffairs@oig.dhs.gov.
Follow us on Twitter at: @dhsoig.

OIG Hotline

To report fraud, waste, or abuse, visit our website at www.oig.dhs.gov and click
on the red "Hotline" tab. If you cannot access our website, call our hotline at
(800) 323-8603, fax our hotline at (202) 254-4297, or write to us at:
Department of Homeland Security
Office of Inspector General, Mail Stop 0305
Attention: Hotline
245 Murray Drive, SW
Washington, DC 20528-0305

